(1) Dudley Day designed and built this machine for planting strips of Hall’s U-3 bermuda sod into the tees at Blue Hills CC. (2) The stripper is attached to the hydraulic lift on a farm type tractor. There are two cutting type discs followed by a small plow to lift the sod strip. (3) The Hall’s U-3 bermuda grass sod nursery. Dudley Day holds a strip which will be used on a tee. (4) The nursery is leveled with soil after removing the strips of Hall’s U-3 bermuda sod. The surface covers quickly as indicated. (5) The first operation on the tee is with the strip cutter. Strips are spaced a foot or more apart. (6) The second operation is to insert the sod strips of Hall’s U-3 bermuda grass. Coverage occurs by August when planting is done in early June.